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Step 1. Add 4 A to 2” of thread, slide beads down  
to leave 5” tail. Circle around to pass through all beads
again, (a) pull taught so beads are at 90 agles.
and tie knot with tail. (b. Black line) pass forward through
next 2 A beads. (c, Red line)

Step 2. Add 3B,  slide beads down next to previously added beads,
circle around and pass forward through A, just exited, 
and 3B, just added. (a Black line)
Pull thead taught so beads are at 90 degree angles, 
Pass forward through A, and 2B  (b Red line)

*Note :  For each step, you will add each set of 3 beads this same way, 
Add 3 beads, Circle around and pass forward 
through the bead just exited, and the 3 new set of beads, 
then pass forward through next 3 beads to always exit 
out the second bead added in each new set. 
(see graph step 2b).

(Thread direction will change with each set:
 clockwise/counterclockwise. ( see graph step 3 lower right)

All 3 Fringes start with same beads for step 1 and 2,
starting with Step 3, the beads  will change  with each step 
to create repetative patterns.
Follow grapfs to identify placement for each bead in the set  of 3 to add.
 
The 2 side fringes are the same except with di�erent charms on the bottom. 
The Center Fringe is longest with the Arrow charm on bottom.
The Charm addition will be treated just like the center bead 
of the last set of 3 .

Step 3. follow graph and list of beads to add with each step to create Fringe.
(Detailed graphs on next page)
 
To �nish o� each Fringe;
Step 4. After adding last set of beads with charm, pass through bottom 3 beads 
and charm again for strength. ( see graph right black line)
Pass back up through all beads following circular thread path, 
and tie o� with tail.  Weave in tails.

 

Charming Fringe Earrings
by TrendSetter Rochelle Peterson

Supplies for 2 Earrings
A - 32pc  Toho 6/o Demi Rounds
B - 1 gram Toho 11/o Rounds
C- 1gm Toho 11/o Demi Round
D - 22pc Toho 6/o Rounds
2 - Tierrs Cast 17g  20mm Loops
2 - Tierra Cast Naja charms
2 - Tierra cast Arrow charms
2 - Tierra cast Hamsa charma
2 - Earwires
8’  Toho One G thread to match beads
Size 10 needle
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Using Right Angle weave stitch you will create
Unique Charmed Fringes to hange on Wire loops
with accent beads in-between for added dimention.
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